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Make it greener with us

ARTIFICIAL GRASS FOR SPORTS
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ILKESPORT is a Turkish Manufacturer, for all kind of arti�cial grass applications. Our high-end 
arti�cial grass solutions will cover all your needs in Landscape, Sports, Multi-purpose, Leisure 
and Playing Areas. 

While the market is increasing and adjusting its products to end user needs, our constantly 
researches and improvements, gives us the ability to design, produce, test and improve 
our arti�cial grass systems with passion, even on tailormade customer solutions. 

We design to o�er high-quality performance during their entire life cycle. Ensuring 
systems that can be used in all weather conditions. 

Therefore, we take care about the whole supply chain and work with major 
raw material suppliers who can meet our required quality standards, 
especially in high-end yarns with a variety of shapes for it´s products.

´Make it greener with us´ and discover our collection to check out our 
product range….
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Project Support 
Our main objective is to ensure the best solutions to our customer’s projects with 
technical know-how.

Customer Service 
We make sure to provide the best customer service from the �rst contact 
delivering the goods, supported by our competent & international team.

After Sales Service
Your satisfaction is our priority; we accompany you at all stages 
until the consumer is happy on long term.

“We design to o�er high-quality performance during 
their entire life cycle. Ensuring systems that can be 
used in all weather conditions”



QUALITY
ASSURANCE
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Production Quality
We take care about the whole supply chain and work with major raw material 
suppliers who can meet our required quality standards, especially in high-end 
yarns with a variety of shapes for it´s products.

Environmental Awareness 
We believe in a green future. We invest to produce by considering our 
environment. 

Knowledge-driven Operations  
Managing safety and health is an integral part of our business; 
We care about our Team by ensuring a pleasant workplace.

Raw materials sourced from reliable suppliers according to REACH Norms, complying 
with EN71-3 directives and are Lead & Cadmium free.

QUALITY
ASSURANCE
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FOOTBALL

FOOTBALL
Nowadays, most professionals use arti�cial grass for their pitch surface- That´s why we, as 
Ilkesport, make sure to produce the best quality for professional �elds according to 
FIFA standards.

Thanks to the durable and resistant structure of our football grasses, it absorbs 
the shocks quickly and creates a smooth surface. 

High-quality football turf requires withstand to hard abrasion, Ilkesport 
synthetic grass products provides highest realism, �exibility, and 
durability, while players are running, passing, sliding tackle, or shooting. 

Our passion for continual improvements, which allows us to 
provide high level quality and service di�erentiates us from other 
arti�cial grass manufacturers. Focusing on football-speci�c 
functionality, resulting in a surface that provides the players 
an optimal base to show their performance.



SCORE
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SCORE

Our new developed product for education and community play, but 
also professionals; Score o�ers broad designed spine �bers for a 
though look and durable life cycle. It is one of our quality products 
at an a�ordable price. Its bene�ts of wear resistance through its 
shape, grants a price e�cient product at same time. 

*customized speci�cations upon request.

12000/6 Dtex SpineShape Yarn PE%100 UVResistance

Performance-�lled

Professional Quality for Stadiums

High resilience 

High sliding performance

Optimum ball roll speed 

Excellent grip 

Wear resistance

1,9mm

245µm
Width
Micron



DIAMOND
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DIAMOND

Obviously, this product gets its name from the yarn shape.  The �bers 
are designed in a diamond shape to provide advanced playing 
characteristics with high wear resistance and safety due to sliding 
friendly yarns. This turf enhances a natural ball play and grip for 
the player. It maintains durability for many years and is one of 
the best choices for long-lasting football �elds.

*customized speci�cations upon request.

12000/6 Dtex DShape Yarn PE%100 UVResistance

Performance-�lled

Professional Quality for Stadiums

High resilience 

High sliding performance

Optimum ball roll speed 

Excellent grip 

Wear resistance

1mm

325µm

Width
Micron



CHALLENGE
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CHALLENGE

With our Challenge turf, we provide you a medium range product, for 
those who wants to join a game on amateur �elds, school or 
community spaces. Our high tra�c turf enhances a strong playing 
performance with its springing back C shape �bers. It is a 
well-known grass with its strong yarn structure and 
concluding durability, assuring a long-lasting solution.

*customized speci�cations upon request.

10500/6 Dtex CShape Yarn PE%100 UVResistance

Performance-�lled

Professional Quality for Stadiums

High resilience 

High sliding performance

Optimum ball roll speed 

Excellent grip 

Wear resistance

1mm

360µm

Width
Micron



CHAMPION
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CHAMPION

An upgraded type of our Challenge turf; with this product you will 
reach your best performance during your game; Preferred for 
professional, semiprofessional training �elds. The Di�erence to 
Challenge are the wide c shaped �bers, which a�ord a natural 
grass response to the ball’s rolling, bouncing and tabbing. 
Providing an optimal cost- e�ciency product, the player will 
join the game.

*customized speci�cations upon request.

12000/6 Dtex CShape Yarn PE%100 UVResistance

Performance-�lled

Professional Quality for Stadiums

High resilience 

High sliding performance

Optimum ball roll speed 

Excellent grip 

Wear resistance

1mm

360µm

Width
Micron



INSPIRATION
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INSPIRATION

Designed for an ultra-high playing performance. The body consists of 
resilient but soft to the touch �bers, combined with dense straight 
mono�lament and texturized �brillated �bers in all directions, 
replacing the performance in�ll. Inspiration turf ensures an 
excellent ball roll and constant ball speed.  It is designed 
according to FIFA quality standards without using in�ll 
granules, which grants less maintenance and time saving 
and less labor costs. 

*customized speci�cations upon request.

12400/6 Straight
7300 Curly Dtex Non Infill PE%100 UVResistance

Performance-�lled

Non In�ll - Professional Quality for Stadiums

High resilience 

High sliding performance

Optimum ball roll speed 

Excellent grip 

Wear resistance

1,2+1mm

300+70µm

Width
Micron



DUOGRASS
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DUOGRAA

Duograss consists of completely �brillated yarns, which gives a soft 
touch and reduces the splash of sand and granules. It is produced in 
two colors re�ecting by its name. This product o�ers a football 
system that is easy to maintain and which supports on 
long-term cost and e�ort savings. It is the most used 
economic turf for community and 5a pitches.

*customized speci�cations upon request.

5000 Dtex FibrillatedShape Yarn PE%100 UVResistance

Performance-�lled

Professional Quality for Stadiums

High resilience 

High sliding performance

Optimum ball roll speed 

Excellent grip 

Wear resistance

5,5mm

100µm

Width
Micron
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PADEL
Padel - The world fastest growing sport; mildly digressed from Tennis it is suitable for all 
ages and encourages highly social relationships. Padel is also called Padel Tennis or 
Paddle Tennis. 

Known as being born in Mexico, spread to Spain and Argentina. Nowadays Padel 
started to get popular in a lot of countries including Germany, Italy, Portugal, 
Scandinavian countries, Qatar, United Arab Emirates, and many more.

Formerly known as Padel Tennis, it maintains the same rules and scoring 
as tennis, in a simpli�ed way. The only di�erences are smaller court 
sizes, hard racquets, and a softer ball.

As Ilkesport we provide three types of Padel grass in order to 
meet di�erent kinds of needs, developed accordingly to 
international standards and players´ bene�ts, we are 
constantly evolving our product to the latest player needs.

PADEL



PADEL ECO
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PADEL ECO

Our Eco grass, with its �brillated �bers supports the ball’s bouncing 
movements, which is highly important in this sport. The ball needs 
to move naturally, that’s why Padel Eco arti�cial grass was 
designed and produced by considering these properties. It is a 
traditional and a�ordable product that is more suitable for 
amateur courts. The sand works signi�cantly better on 
�brillated turf and also assists fast games.

*customized speci�cations upon request.

5000 Dtex FibrillatedShape Yarn PE%100 UVResistance

Performance-�lled

Professional Quality for Stadiums

High resilience 

High sliding performance

Optimum ball roll speed 

Excellent grip 

Wear resistance

5,5mm

100µm

Green Blue

Width
Micron



PADEL 
STRAIGHT
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PADEL STRAIGHT

Our Eco grass, with its �brillated �bers supports the ball’s bouncing 
movements, which is highly important in this sport. The ball needs 
to move naturally, that’s why Padel Eco arti�cial grass was 
designed and produced by considering these properties. It is a 
traditional and a�ordable product that is more suitable for 
amateur courts. The sand works signi�cantly better on 
�brillated turf and also assists fast games.

*customized speci�cations upon request.

9000/6 Dtex StraightShape Yarn PE%100 UVResistance

Performance-�lled

Professional Quality for Stadiums

High resilience 

High sliding performance

Optimum ball roll speed 

Excellent grip 

Wear resistance

1,25mm

210µm

Green Blue

Width
Micron



PADEL PRO
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PADEL PRO

This product is designed with texturized mono�lament �bers which 
became more and more popular nowadays. After long research and 
development processes, it became our most preferred padel turf, 
especially for use at professional Padel �elds. It allows an 
intensive use, has an optimal padding and provides perfect 
balance between grip and slide.

*customized speci�cations upon request.

9000/4 Dtex TexturizedShape Yarn PE%100 UVResistance

Performance-�lled

Professional Quality for Stadiums

High resilience 

High sliding performance

Optimum ball roll speed 

Excellent grip 

Wear resistance

1,3mm

285µm

Green Blue

Width
Micron
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TENNIS
We design our arti�cial tennis court grass systems according to the international 
standards. Important is, prior turf decision, to know the slow, medium, or fast playing 
characteristics. 

Do you want to know more about our arti�cial tennis court turfs? 
Traditional surfaces such as grass, gravel and tarmac therefore sometimes have 
to make room for alternatives such as arti�cial grass. 

Compared to natural grass, arti�cial turf pitches for tennis can be a more 
advantageous choice. It requires less maintenance, is user-friendly, 
wear-resistant, preserves its color for a long time, and is not a�ected 
by weather conditions.

Ilkesport tennis courts can be played on at any time; Its 
structure guarantees a �rm, consistent ball bounce, which 
o�ers the players an optimal playing comfort and reduces
the risk of muscle and joint injuries.

TENNIS



SLICE
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SLICE

Slice is produced speci�cally for tennis sports schools, educational 
institutions, private tennis courts, and can be used for both amateur 
and professional games. We recommend this type for medium to 
fast paced usage. It improves the stabilization of the silica quartz 
sand, turning it into a surface that maintains a stable game 
characteristic and good ball rebound. Concludingly it is one 
of the most economical solutions for tennis �elds.

*customized speci�cations upon request.

5000 Dtex FibrillatedShape Yarn PE%100 UVResistance

Performance-�lled

Professional Quality for Stadiums

High resilience 

High sliding performance

Optimum ball roll speed 

Excellent grip 

Wear resistance

6,8mm

80µm

Green Red

Width
Micron



ACE
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ACE

This product provides an intensive usage even for professionals. We 
designed a texturized surface with short and dense �bers in order to 
reach the advanced and durable tennis turf in our range. Even 
after high tra�c use, the surface retains its shape and structure 
resulting in high performance, resilience, and durability. The 
�eld can be used with full performance in all seasons
whether the climate is hot, cold, or rainy.

*customized speci�cations upon request.

9000/8 Dtex FibrillatedShape Yarn PE%100 UVResistance

Performance-�lled

Professional Quality for Stadiums

High resilience 

High sliding performance

Optimum ball roll speed 

Excellent grip 

Wear resistance

0,9mm

255µm

Green

Width
Micron
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MULTISPORT
For those who want to have a �eld suitable for more than one sport with one surface, 
ILKESPORT manufactures arti�cial grass that can be used in multisport areas. 

Synthetic turf can be used both indoors and outdoors, is compatible with all 
weather conditions, and is resistant to long and intense use. 

Starting from community up to school yards and hotels it ful�lls its purpose 
as a cost e�ciency solution.

MULTISPORT



MULTISPORT
ECO
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MULTISPORT

This product provides an intensive usage even for professionals. We 
designed a texturized surface with short and dense �bers in order to 
reach the advanced and durable tennis turf in our range. Even 
after high tra�c use, the surface retains its shape and structure 
resulting in high performance, resilience, and durability. The 
�eld can be used with full performance in all seasons
whether the climate is hot, cold, or rainy.

*customized speci�cations upon request.

5000 Dtex FibrillatedShape Yarn PE%100 UVResistance

Performance-�lled

Professional Quality for Stadiums

High resilience 

High sliding performance

Optimum ball roll speed 

Excellent grip 

Wear resistance

5,5mm

100µm

Green

Width
Micron



MULTISPORT
PRO
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MULTISPORT

The right choice for those who want to create an upgraded solution 
for all sports with a single product. This turf was manufactured as a 
high-performance option for multiuse areas. 
The sand-�lled mono�lament turf grants a low sliding resistance 
on multisport areas such as school yards and hotels. As a 
robust, but also economic solution it maintains durability for 
many years.

*customized speci�cations upon request.

9000/6 Dtex StraightShape Yarn PE%100 UVResistance

Performance-�lled

Professional Quality for Stadiums

High resilience 

High sliding performance

Optimum ball roll speed 

Excellent grip 

Wear resistance

1,25mm

210µm

Green

Width
Micron
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GOLF
Designing the best arti�cial turf by the latest developments, we put attention on players’ 
performance to provide the most reachable playing experience. 

That's why we designed our arti�cial Golf turf with special care, even in worth 
weather conditions.

For true ball-roll and realistic performance for putting greens, fringe, fairway 
and tee-lines, we aimed to manufacture a comfortable but also 
Professional surface. 

GOLF



PUTTING
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PUTTING

This product provides an intensive usage even for professionals. We 
designed a texturized surface with short and dense �bers in order to 
reach the advanced and durable tennis turf in our range. Even after 
high tra�c use, the surface retains its shape and structure resulting 
in high performance, resilience, and durability. The �eld can be 
used with full performance in all seasons whether the climate is 
hot, cold, or rainy.

*customized speci�cations upon request.

9000/8 Dtex TexturizedShape Yarn PE%100 UVResistance

Performance-�lled

Professional Quality for Stadiums

High resilience 

High sliding performance

Optimum ball roll speed 

Excellent grip 

Wear resistance

0,9mm

255µm

Green

Width
Micron
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HOCKEY
One of the most played sports after football, is Hockey. Accordingly, there are a lot 
Professional tournaments and around the World, where Professional arti�cial turf 
pitches became a must have. 

We attach importance on comfort and the ideal surface for players to move 
faster. 

At same time the smooth ball roll and best running performance should be 
enabled on the surface.

Our arti�cial turf surface for hockey �elds is absolutely safe for players, 
wet or dry, during all seasons of the year, we secure a high playing 
performance. 

HOCKEY



HOCKEY
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HOCKEY

Premium H turf is manufactured from a unique curly yarn. This advanced 
�ber technology allows the ball to travel smoothly in all directions and
the hockey player can pull the stick in all directions without noticeable 
grabbing of the stick. The �eld requires sand and shock pad on top
of the surface, to reduce the injures for the players.

*customized speci�cations upon request.

9000/8 Dtex TexturizedShape Yarn PE%100 UVResistance

Performance-�lled

Professional Quality for Stadiums

High resilience 

High sliding performance

Optimum ball roll speed 

Excellent grip 

Wear resistance

0,9mm

255µm

Green

Width
Micron



HEAD OFFICE
ADNAN MENDERES BULV 74/1 YENISEHIR 33130 MERSIN TURKEY
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TEL
0090 324 328 0001

EMAIL
info@ilkesport.com

WEBSITE
www.ilkesport.com
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